
Increasing Efficiencies to Increase Profitability
According to the SDM 2014 Market Forecast, the five greatest challenges security companies 
face in 2014 are: increasing sales, protecting profit margins, compete effectively, controlling 
costs, and generate recurring revenue.

In short, today’s challenges are...make more money, spend less money, and do both 
efficiently.  

Historically, the term ‘security technology’ was limited in reference to surveillance equipment 
and the monitoring software that supported it.  With the current 
level of growth in the physical security systems market 
expanding, 6% growth in 2012, 8% growth in the first 
three quarters of 2013, and even further growth 
expected in 2014; according to IMF projections, 
security companies are having to expand their 
definition of ‘security technology’ to include 
business management software.  

overview

ProfitZoom A Hero for the Security Industry 

LET’S GET 
PRODUCTIVE!

YOUR FIVE GREATEST  
CHALLENGES IN 2014
1. Increasing Sales
2. Protecting Profit Margins
3. Compete Effectively
4. Controlling Costs
5. Generate More Recurring Revenue
*SDM 2014 Market Forecast



Growth Happens When You Meet or EXCEED Customer Needs  
At An Affordable Price
Initial factors for growth within the physical security market can be attributed to customers 
being able to achieve their needs with more advanced, cost-effective systems.  Controlling those 
costs is key.  Employing an efficient business management system reduces overall costs in turn 
encouraging investments into new security technologies and offerings.

The market is growing and you need to be ready to get your slice of the pie.  The more ready you 
are, the bigger the slice.  Remember, it’s about making more money, spending less money, and 
doing both efficiently.

If your customers are demanding IP Video Surveillance, video/network cameras, digital video 
storage, and more hands-on control of the systems while keeping their cost in control, you can 
meet those needs if your cost of doing business has been reduced by employing an efficient 
comprehensive business management system.  

And while you’re offering hands-on control of the video systems you provide, you can also offer 
your customers hands-on control of their dealings with your company. ProfitZoom’s customer 
portal gives your customers a window into your system, exposing all their key interactions and 
providing them access to manage their relationship with you at their command and convenience.

Push Aside Pen and Paper for Super Power
With the physical security systems becoming more integrated, and IP connections being so 
prevalent, shouldn’t your business management software run the same way?  ProfitZoom is 

technologically cutting edge and it includes all the functionality you need to 
eliminate paperwork, improve productivity, and make your business 

efficient for the growth opportunities ahead.  

ProfitZoom doesn’t integrate other software systems, it’s a 
stand alone single software solution that runs 100% off 

your business’ operation needs from finance to inventory 
to contract management to service orders.  Pen and 
paper dispatching hits the circular file. Paper invoices 
become paper planes. Finance spreadsheets become 
ticket-tape parade fodder. 
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Dispatch and Routing
•  Easy drag-and-drop set-up

•  Field staff can adjust as needed via mobile

•  Plan best routes

•  See at a glance jobs in progress, not started 
and delayed

•  No more logbooks

Service Orders
•  Track orders from creation to billing

•  Generate invoices instantly from completed 
orders

•  Field staff can adjust tickets via mobile

•  No paper needed

•  Know costs, materials, deficiencies, etc on 
the fly and in an instant

Field Services
•  Modify tickets, routes, etc via your iOS or 

Android device with mobile app

•  Syncs with back office

•  Invoices are ready as soon as job is marked 
complete on mobile device

•  Integrates with mobile devices core 
functionality

•  Visit more sites per day, increasing revenue 
and reducing costs

Contracts
•  Fully configurable

•  Create service tickets directly from a contract

•  Contract terms auto-populate service orders

•  Flexible cost structures

•  Extensive cost forecasting

Financials
•  Extensive GL with job numbers, service 

tickets, and transaction details

•  AP weaves seamlessly with POs, receiving, 
GL, inventory, and job costing

•  Robust, easy-to-read drill down reporting

•  AR complete with transaction-source detail 
for accurate review and auditing

•  Easy to modify, and full customer history

•  Industry-specific key performance indicators 
provided for instant business intelligence 
visibility

Inventory and Materials
•  Manage inventory including detailed tracking 

of quantities and at multiple locations

•  See all inventory transactions and verify them 
as required

•  Flexible pricing. Define a base price and 
account for needed overrides

•  Controls issuance of POs, receipt of goods, 
and payment of invoice

Productivity Boom  
thanks to ProfitZoom        
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Call us today to find out how you can improve service, 
productivity and profitability with ProfitZoom!

What Were Those Industry Challenges Again?
1. Make more money
2. Spend less money
3. Be efficient at doing both

With the industry growing, making more money should be easy, but if you don’t have the 
offerings in place at the right price, any growth will be marginal and the cost will cut into your 
ROI.

The first key to growth is spending less money on the day-to-day grind giving your business 
the financial flexibility to invest in the integrated video surveillance equipment and software that 
your customers are expecting while keeping your costs competitive or even ahead of the curve in 
contrast to your competitors.  

Being more efficient is the key to reducing your daily expenses.  Being more efficient requires a 
single software system to run the foundation of your business and bring the operations into a 
fluid workflow.  

Solve these challenges from ground up - get efficient using ProfitZoom, recognize and reduce 
costs, invest in the needed security systems for customers, earn more revenue per technician and 
recognize improved ROI.

Learn more at www.ProfitZoom.com.

What makes ProfitZoom 
the BEST solution for the 

security industry?


